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QUESTION 1

You have created compartment called Dev for developers. There are two IAM groups for developers: group-devl and
group-dev2. You need to write an Identity and Access Management (IAM) policy to give users in these groups access to
manage all resources in the compartment Dev. Which of the following IAM policy will accomplish this? 

A. Allow any-user to manage all resources in compartment Dev where request.group= /group-dev*/ 

B. Allow group group-devl group-dev2 to manage all resources in compartment Dev 

C. Allow group /group-dev*/ to manage all resources in compartment Dev 

D. Allow any-user to manage all resources in tenancy where target.comparment= Dev 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

The Finance department of your company has reached out to you. They have customer sensitive data on 

compute Instances In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) which they want to store in OCI Storage for long 

term retention and archival. 

To meet security requirements they want to ensure this data is NOT transferred over public internet, even if 

encrypted. 

which they want to store In OCI Object Storage fin long term retention and archival To meet security 

requirements they want to ensure this data is NOT transferred over public Internet, even it encrypted. 

Which option meets this requirements? 

A. Configure a NAT instance and all traffic between compute In Private subnet should use this NAT instance with
Private IP as the route target. 

B. Use NAT gateway with appropriate route table when transferring data. Then use NAT gateways\\' toggle (on/off) once
data transfer is complete. 

C. Use Service gateway with appropriate route table. 

D. Use Storage gateway with appropriate firewall rule. 

Correct Answer: C 

Service Gateway is virtual router that you can add to your VCN. It provides a path for private network traffic between
your VCN and supported services in the Oracle Services Network like Object Storage) so compute Instances in a
private subnet in your VCN can back up data to Object Storage without needing public IP addresses or access to the
intern 
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QUESTION 3

A global retailer has decided to re-design its e-commerce platform to have a micro-services architecture. 

They would like to decouple application architecture into smaller, independent services using Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure (OCI). They have decided to use both containers and servers technologies to run these 

application instances. 

Which option should you recommend to build this new platform? 

A. Install a kubernetes cluster on OCI and use OCI event service. 

B. Use Oracle Container Engine for kubernetes, OCI Registry and OCI Functions. 

C. Use OCI Resource Manager to automate compute Instances provisioning and use OCI Streaming service. 

D. Use OCI functions, OCI object storage and OCI event service. 

Correct Answer: B 

Oracle Functions is a fully managed, multi-tenant, highly scalable, on-demand, Functions-as-a- Service platform. It is
built on enterprise-grade Oracle Cloud Infrastructure and powered by the Fn Project open source engine. Use Oracle
Functions (sometimes abbreviated to just Functions) when you want to focus on writing code to meet business needs. 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Container Engine for Kubernetes is a fully-managed, scalable, and highly available service
that you can use to deploy your containerized applications to the cloud. Use Container Engine for Kubernetes
(sometimes abbreviated to just OKE) when your development team wants to reliably build, deploy, and manage cloud-
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native applications. You specify the compute resources that your applications require, and Container Engine for
Kubernetes provisions them on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure in an existing OCI tenancy. 

 

QUESTION 4

You are tasked with building a highly available, fault tolerant web application for your current employer. The security
team is concerned about an increase in malicious web-based attacks across the internet and asked what you can do to
add a higher level of security to the website. How should you architect the solution on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)
to meet all requirements defined by your organization? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Deploy at least 3 web application servers, each in a different fault domain, using a regional private subnet. Place a
public load balancer in a regional public subnet and create a backend set for all of the web application servers. Deploy a
Web Application Firewall (WAF) and configure the load balancer public IP address as the origin. 

B. Deploy at least 3 web application servers, each in a different fault domain, using a regional private subnet. Place a
public load balancer in a regional public subnet and create a backend set for all of the web application servers. Create a
Geolocation steering policy in Traffic Management and add an answer pool that directs to the public IP address of the
load balancer. Configure a global catch-all rule to use this answer pool. 

C. Deploy at least 3 web application servers, each in a different fault domain, using a regional public subnet. Ensure that
each web application server is assigned a public IP address. Deploy a Web Application Firewall (WAF) and configure
one Origin for each public IP address. 

D. Deploy at least 3 web application servers, each in a different fault domain, using a regional public subnet. Use the
OCI Traffic Management service to create a load balancing policy that will resolve DNS evenly between all web
servers. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You are working as a solutions architect for an online retail store In Frankfurt which uses multiple compute instance VMs
spread among three availability domains In the eu-frankfurt-1 region. You noticed the website Is having very high traffic,
so you enabled autoscaling to sun tee me no f your application but, you observed that one of the availability domains is
not receiving any traffic. What could be wrong In this situation? 

A. Autoscaling only works with single availability domains. 

B. You have to manually acid all three availability domains to your load balancer configuration. 

C. Autoscaling can be enabled for multiple availability domains only in uk-london t region. 

D. Autoscaling is using an Instance Pool configured to create instances in two availability Domains. 

E. You forgot to attach a load balancer to your instance pool configuration. 

Correct Answer: D 

Autoscaling lets you automatically adjust the number of Compute instances in an instance pool based on performance
metrics such as CPU utilization. This helps you provide consistent performance for your end users during periods of
high demand, and helps you reduce your costs during periods of low demand. you can associate a load balancer with
an instance pool. If you do this, when you add an instance to the instance pool, the instance is automatically added to
the load balancer\\'s backend set . After the instance reaches a healthy state (the instance is listening on the configured
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port number), incoming traffic is automatically routed to the new instance. Instance pools let you provision and create
multiple Compute instances based off the same configuration, within the same region. By default, the instances in a pool
are distributed across all fault Domains in a best-effort manner based on capacity. If capacity isn\\'t available in one fault
domain, the instances are placed in other fault domains to allow the instance pool to launch successfully. In a high
availability scenario, you can require that the instances in a pool are evenly distributed across each of the fault domains
that you specify. When sufficient capacity isn\\'t available in one of the fault domains, the instance pool will not launch or
scale successfully, and a work request for the instance pool will return an "out of capacity" error. To fix the capacity
error, either wait for capacity to become available, or use the UpdateInstancePool operation to update the placement
configuration (the availability domain and fault domain) for the instance pool. during create the instance pool you can
select the location where you want to place the instances" In the Availability Domain list, select the availability domain to
launch the instances in. If you want the instances in the pool to be placed evenly in one or more fault domains, select
the Distribute instances evenly across selected fault domains check box. Then, select the fault domains to place the
instances in. 

 

QUESTION 6

A global retailer is setting up the cloud architecture to be deployed in Oracle Cloud infrastructure (OCI) which will have
thousands of users from two major geographical regions: North America and Asia Pacific. The requirements of the
services are: 

* 

Service needs to be available 27/7 to avoid any business disruption 

* 

North American customers should be served by application running In North American regions 

* 

Asia Pacific customers should be served by applications running In Asia Pacific regions 

* 

Must be resilient enough to handle the outage of an entire OCI region 

A. 

OCl DNS, Traffic Management with Failover steering policy 

B. 

OCl DNS, Traffic Management with Geolocation steering policy. Health Checks 

C. 

OCl DNS, Traffic Management with Geolocation steering policy 

D. 

OCl DNS,\\' Traffic Management with Load Balancer steering policy, Health Checks 

Correct Answer: B 

GEOLOCATION STEERING Geolocation steering policies distribute DNS traffic to different endpoints based on the
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location of the end user. Customers can define geographic regions composed of originating continent, countries or
states/ provinces (North America) and define a separate endpoint or set of endpoints for each region. Combine with
Oracle Health Checks to fail over from one region to another 

 

QUESTION 7

You work for a large bank where your main application is a payment processing gateway API. You deployed the
application on Oracle Container Engine for Kubernetes (OKE) and used API Gateway with several policies to control the
access of the API endpoint. However, your customers are complaining about the unavailability of the API endpoint.
Upon checking, you noticed that the Gateway URL is throwing Service Unavailable error. You need to check the
backend latency and backend responses when this error started last night. What should you do to get this data?
(Choose the best answer.) 

A. Check with the application owner and search the log file for the container to get the metrics from the log file. 

B. Go to Governance Menu and click on Audit to see the Audit log for the API Gateway. Filter it using Start and End
date with a 503 response status. 

C. Go to Developer Services and click on API Gateway. Go to the detail page of the gateway and select Metrics.
Change the Start and End time to filter the metrics. 

D. Go to Monitoring and click on Service Metrics. Choose the Metric Namespace as oci_apigateway. Change the Start
and End time accordingly. Add a Dimension and select httpStatusCode: 503. Check the backend latency and backend
responses metric. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://medium.com/oracledevs/using-oci-monitoring-healthchecks-to-schedule-execution-of- serverlessfunctions-on-
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oracle-cloud-ef233f887a5 

 

QUESTION 8

A manufacturing company is planning to migrate their on-premises database to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

and has hired you for the migration. Customer has provided following information regarding their existing 

on-premises database: 

Database version, database character set, storage for data staging, acceptable length of system outage. 

What additional information do you need from customer in order to recommend a suitable migration 

method? (Choose Two) 

A. On-Premises host operating system and version. 

B. Number of active connections. 

C. Data types used in the on-premises database. 

D. Elapsed time since database was last patched. 

E. Top 5 longest running queries. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

Your organization is planning on using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) File Storage Service (FSS). You will be
deploying multiple compute instance in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) and mounting the file system to these compute
instances. The file system will hold payment data processed by a Database instance and utilized by compute instances
to create a overall inventory report. You need to restrict access to this data for specific compute instances and must be
allowed/blocked per compute instance\\'s CIDR block. Which option can you use to secure access? 

A. Use stateless Security List rule to restrict access from known IP addresses only. 

B. Create a new VCN security list, choose SOURCE TYPE as Service and SOURCE SERVICE as FSS. Add stateless
ingress and egress rules for specific P address and CIDR blocks. 

C. Use \\'Export option\\' feature of FSS to restrict access to the mounted file systems. 

D. Create and configure OCI Web Application Firewall service with built in DNS based intelligent routing. 

Correct Answer: C 

NFS export options enable you to create more granular access control than is possible using just security list rules to
limit VCN access. You can use NFS export options to specify access levels for IP addresses or CIDR blocks connecting
to file systems through exports in a mount target. Access can be restricted so that each client\\'s file system is
inaccessible and invisible to the other, providing better security controls in multi-tenant environments. Using NFS export
option access controls, you can limit clients\\' ability to connect to the file system and view or write data. For example, if
you want to allow clients to consume but not update resources in your file system, you can set access to Read Only.
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You can also reduce client root access to your file systems and map specified User IDs (UIDs) and Group IDs (GIDs) to
an anonymous UID/GID of your choice. For more information about how NFS export options work with other security
layers 

 

QUESTION 10

You are building a demo for a customer that showcases Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Events service and Oracle
Functions. You plan to create an event every time an image is uploaded to an OCI Object Storage bucket. You have
also created a function that is listening to the event and processes the image for face recognition. Choose the two
actions from below that are NOT required to run the demo successfully. 

A. You must specify an action type while creating an Event service and specify the function you want to trigger. 

B. Creating an event rule is not permitted for OCI Object storage. 

C. The function must be deployed only to Oracle Kubernetes Engine (OKE). 

D. You have to enable Object Storage buckets to emit events for state changes. 

E. You must deploy the function that does facial recognition for the demo to work. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

You have to migrate your application to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). The database is constantly being updated
and needs to be online without interruptions. How can you transition the database to OCI without interrupting its use? 

A. It is impossible to migrate without interruption. 

B. Use an on-premises database with two-way synchronization to a cloud-based database and allow clients to connect
to either databases. 

C. Use an on-premises database with one-way synchronization to a cloud-based database and allow clients to connect
only to the cloud database. 

D. Use an on-premises database with one-way synchronization to a cloud-based database and allow clients to connect
only to the on-premises database until it is synchronized. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

You are responsible for migrating your on premises legacy databases on 11.2.0.4 version to Autonomous Transaction
Processing Dedicated (ATP-D) In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). As a solution architect, you need to plan your
migration approach. Which two options do you need to implement together to migrate your on premises databases to
OCI? 

A. Use Oracle Data Guard to keep on premises database always active during migration 

B. Retain changes to Oracle shipped privileges, stored procedures or views In the on-premises databases. 
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C. Use Oracle GoldenGate replication to keep on premises database online during migration. 

D. Convert on-premises databases to PDB, upgrade to 19c, and encrypt Migration. 

E. Retain all legacy structures and unsupported features (e.g. taw U>Bs) In the onuses databases for migration. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Autonomous Database is an Oracle Managed and Secure environment. A physical database can\\'t simply be migrated
to autonomous because: 

-Database must be converted to PDB, upgraded to 19c, and encrypted 

-Any changes to Oracle shipped privileges, stored procedures or views must be removed 

-All legacy structures and unsupported features must be removed (e.g. legacy LOBs) GoldenGate replication can be
used to keep database online during migration 

 

QUESTION 13

You have an application running in Microsoft Azure and want to use Oracle Autonomous Data warehouse (ADW)
instance for running business analytics. How can you build a secure solution for such a use-case? 

A. Connect the Oracle ADW in your VCN to the Microsoft Azure VNet over the internet. 

B. Create a software VPN connection between Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) and
Microsoft Azure Virtual Network (VNet) and connect the application with Oracle ADW instance. 

C. Setup an interconnect between OCI and Microsoft Azure using FastConnect and ExpressRoute. Use a Service
Gateway in OCI Virtual Cloud Network to provide connectivity to the Oracle ADW instance for the application in
Microsoft Azure VNet. 

D. Create a software Remote Peering Connection between Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Virtual Cloud Network
(VCN) and Microsoft Azure Virtual Network (VNet) and connect the application with Oracle ADW instance. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Which three scenarios are suitable for the Oracle Infrastructure (OCI) Autonomous transaction Processing Server less
(ATP-S) deployment? 

A. well established, online auction marketplace is running an application where there is database usage 24? but also
has peaks of activity that the hard to predict when the peaks happen, the total activities may reach 3 times the normal
activity level (Correct) 

B. A small startup is deploying a new application fen eCommerce and it requires database to store customers\\'
transactions the team b of what the load will look like since it is a new application. (Correct) 

C. A midsize company is considering migrating its legacy on premises MongoDB database to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI). The database has significantly higher workloads on weekends than weekdays 

D. A developer working on an Internal project needs to use a database during work hours but doesn\\'t need It during
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nights or weekends. the project budget requires her to keep costs low. (Correct) 

E. A manufacturing company is running Oracle E-Business Suite application on premises. They are looking to move this
application to OCI and they want to use a managed database offering for their database tier. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

MongoDB is a cross-platform document-oriented database program. Classified as a NoSQL database program,
MongoDB uses JSON-like documents with schema, so the best to be migrated to Oracle NoSQL Database.
https://blogs.oracle.com/nosql/migrate-mongodb-data-to-oracle-nosql-database Autonomous transaction Processing
Serverless (ATP-S) isn\\'t supported yet for EBS database 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following features is NOT supported by Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Multi-factor authentication (MFA)? 

A. Only the user can enable MFA for their own account. 

B. Members of the Administrators group can disable MFA for other users. 

C. Users can disable MFA for their own accounts. 

D. Members of the Administrators group can enable MFA for other users. 

Correct Answer: D 
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